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Welcome to Bulletin 97 | January 2019

In this Bulletin we focus on:
l	State Pensions
l	Class 3 Voluntary Contributions
l	Contribution Annual Allowance
l	Lifetime Allowance

With the extreme temptation to lose ourselves to the intense political drama and real-life soap opera of 
Brexit, it’s all too easy to overlook many of the ‘home front’ matters that should be taking our attention over 
these last few weeks of the tax year.

So, here’s my check-list of time sensitive tax issues that may be relevant to many who take a keen interest 
in their retirement planning.

1. State Pensions
State Pension Age (SPA) for women has now equalised at age 65.  But not for long – because for both 
men and women, born on or after 6th December 1953, SPA gradually marches forward to age 66 over the 
coming year.  And it doesn’t stop there; for those born between 6th April 1960 and 5th March 1961 a further 
incremental progression of their SPA will occur, reaching a SPA of 67 for everyone on 5th March 2028.   
To see where you are and find your own SPA, click here.

For those qualifying for State Pension within the next 12 months or so, the potential for voluntary deferment 
arises.  In deferral, State Pension increases at an annual rate of around 5.8% (or £493 upon a pre-deferral 
maximum single-tier State Pension of £8,546.20).  This boost to State Pension may not be especially  
attractive, being the calculated increase in payment appropriate to shorter life expectancy and the  
assumed reduced payment period but for those 10% or so of the post-65’s who are still working, the  
possibility of their combined earned and pension income being nudged into higher rate tax must be  
considered. If received State Pension suffers a 40% tax charge, then deferment may indeed be worthwhile.
later and of making their own substantial pension contributions into private pension arrangements.  
 
An inability or reluctance to do either-or both of these, risks consigning plans of a long and comfortable 
retirement, to the bin.

2. Class 3 Voluntary Contributions
Before we move away from State Pensions, a word about ‘Class 3 Voluntary Contributions’. Many of us 
have gaps in our NIC payment history – and may as a result suffer a reduction in State Pension when
it comes into payment.  Where this arises, the option to buy back missing years remains available.  
How many years can be bought back is dependent upon age, but you can normally buy back six years 
of missed NIC payments, meaning that tax year gaps from 2012/13 onwards are recoverable up until 
5th April 2019.

https://www.gov.uk/state-pension-age
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Those who are now close to SPA and have lengthy gaps in their NIC payment history are currently able to 
recover missed years from 2006/07 onwards, although before you do this, first make sure of your current 
position in respect of qualifying years for full SP entitlement.  To ensure that the recovery of missed  
payments is worthwhile, arm yourself with your Government Gateway ID and Password and click here.  
It is perfectly possible to make good missed NIC payments – and make no improvements to your already 
fully subscribed State Pension!

Finally, although the recovery of missed NIC payment years can be remedied up until April 2023, there is 
a cost benefit for those acting prior to the 6th April 2019.  This year’s normal rate for buying back a single 
week of missed NI contributions is to rise from £14.65 to £15.00 in the 2019/20 tax year.  But lower rates 
are available for those acting now in recovery of earlier missed years, for example, the cost for a single 
week missed contribution for the tax year 2010/11 is £12.05; for 2011/12 is £12.60 and for 2012/13 its 
£13.25.  Early action for recovering a full year of missed NIC for 2010/11 would therefore currently cost 
£626.60 but after the 5th April, this will rise to £780.00.  

This increase in cost is such that early enquiries should be made.

3. Contribution Annual Allowance
For the moment, the maximum Contribution Annual Allowance remains at £40,000.  Just prior to the Chan-
cellor’s 29th October 2018 Budget, taxpayers’ fears of an Allowance cut generated a boost in one-off con-
tributions.  Many of those who made one-off contributions last October took advantage of HMRC’s ‘Carry 
Forward’ rules and in so doing, enjoyed high amounts of tax relief in the current year - see Bulletin No 95. 

With so much political and economic uncertainty around us right now, we have to ask whether the present 
level of maximum Annual Allowance, the seemingly generous Carry Forward provisions or even  
contribution higher rate relief are at risk.  We don’t know – but as each of these unique tax saving initiatives is 
highly tax-year sensitive, the opportunity to act now may be too good to miss.  Furthermore, for those who 
have yet to take advantage of any available but unused Annual Allowance in the 2015/16 Tax Year  
– its time to get cracking!

4. Lifetime Allowance
Currently £1,030,000 this year but rising to £1,055,000 for the 2019/20 tax year.  After a torrid year of stock 
market performance and a plateauing property market, this CPI based increase in Lifetime Allowance may 
be greater than the gain in value of invested assets – and may therefore have relevance to those who are 
close to the upper limit of the Lifetime Allowance and are about to trigger benefit uplift.
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The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute 
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any decisions. 
Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent professional advice 
appropriate to your own particular circumstances.
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